
INTIMO

LINGERIE CARE

ABOUT LINGERIE

Bras are delicate garments, comprised of fibres such as lace, mesh, wire and boning, to properly provide the 
support you require. We recommend you hand wash your lingerie with care, to maintain the integrity and 
fit of the garment and to ensure you love it for as long as possible. Briefs are compatible for a gentle, cold 
machine wash, but we recommend utilising a laundry bag for the delicate fabrics we offer between our ranges.

WASHING

AVOID HEAT | HAND WASH | MILD DETERGENT | WASH AFTER 3 WEARS 

We recommend that you hand wash your Intimo lingerie using a sensitive liquid laundry detergent, rather than powder, as it is 
gentler on delicate fabrics. We also recommend opting for a clear liquid detergent, as coloured detergents can stain over time. 

TO WASH:

1. Gently submerge your lingerie into a basin of water before adding in your sensitive liquid laundry detergent.
2. Soak for 10-15 minutes.
3. After soaking, gently rub any part of the bra that touches the body.
4. Drain the basin, refill with clean water and soak for a further five minutes.
5. Remove and gently press the garments but do not wring.

DRYING

AIR DRY ONLY | AVOID DIRECT SUNLIGHT | LAY FLAT OR HANG VIA FRONT PANEL 

To dry your lingerie, we recommend laying flat on a drying rack. Try and avoid leaving to dry lay-
ing flat against a solid surface – best practice allows air to circulate around your lingerie. Avoid dryers 
entirely wherever possible, as the heat and rapid movement can misshape wires and damage delicate materials.

STORING

LAY FLAT | STORE ONE BEHIND ANOTHER | DO NOT FOLD, TWIST OR SCRUNCH 

We recommend laying your bras flat in a spacious drawer, with the cups of the piece above and below 
gently inserted into each other to provide additional support to the form. Avoid folding your bras in half or 
turning cups inside out to insert into each other as the strain of this can negatively impact the lifespan of your bra.

IMPORTANT: Intimo recommends you allow your bras to ‘breathe’ between wears. Rotating your bra ward-
robe regularly to ensure each bra is only worn one day at a time and washed after every 2-3 wears. 

LIFESPAN

7 - 10 BRAS IN ROTATION | REPLACE EVERY 6 - 9 MONTHS | TREAT WITH CARE

We recommend keeping a set of at least 7 bras in rotation, aiming to replace each piece of your lingerie wardrobe every 
9-18 months, dependent on cup size and washing method. We also recommend bi-annual fittings to ensure your meas-
urements are kept up to date. 

WHAT NOT TO DO...

It’s important to never tumble dry, bleach, dry clean or iron your lingerie.


